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An exact solution is proposed to study the time-harmonic torsional vibration of an elastic pile embedded in a radially inho-
mogeneous saturated soil. +e radially inhomogeneous saturated soil is composed of inner disturbed and outer semi-infinite
undisturbed concentric annular regions, with the shear modulus of the inner region changing in an exponential form along the
radial direction. +e governing equation of each region of the saturated soil is solved through rigorous mathematical derivation
and the soil torsional impedance is derived with an exact and explicit expression. Making use of the boundary and continuity
conditions of the pile-soil system, the torsional complex stiffness at the pile top is obtained in an exact closed form in the frequency
domain. Selected numerical results are presented to investigate the influence of the radial inhomogeneity of the surrounding soil
on the vibration characteristics of the pile-soil system.

1. Introduction

Soil-structure dynamic interaction problem, including the
interaction between a loaded rigid disc (footing) and the
adjacent soil and the interaction between the pile and
surrounding soil, has been the subject of extensive studies in
civil engineering for many years. For these interaction
problems, the establishment of a dynamic model of the soil
medium and the corresponding solution is the key to study
the vibration characteristics of the soil-structure system. For
instance, Pan et al. [1] and Zhang and Pan [2] used fun-
damental solutions of the surface/buried annular patch
torsional load on/in the soil medium and then solved the
dynamic impedance of the rigid circular disc via integral
least-square approach. Pak and Abedzadeh [3] used
boundary integral technique to determine the reaction of the
soil and finally proposed the solution for the rigid circular
disc under time-harmonic torsional load. For the pile-soil
dynamic interaction problem, the analytical method [4, 5]
and numerical method [6] are developed to solve the tor-
sional vibration of an elastic pile embedded in a homoge-
neous or layered soil medium.

It should be pointed out that when studying pile-soil
torsional vibration problems, the surrounding soil was
mostly regarded as a radially uniform medium. However, in
actual engineering, no matter precast piles or cast-in-place
piles, they are bound to disturb or squeeze the surrounding
soil in a certain range during the construction process.
+erefore, the properties of the soil around the pile body
(e.g., shear modulus of the soil) inevitably have continuous
variation, so the soil shows obvious radial inhomogeneity. In
an early study, Novak and Sheta [7] proposed a radially
inhomogeneous medium model based on the assumption of
plane strain and analyzed the torsional and longitudinal
impedance of the weakened soil in the inner region induced
by the construction of the pile. Afterwards, researchers
conducted detailed analyses on the torsional and longitu-
dinal vibration characteristics of the radially inhomogeneous
soils. However, these studies regarded the foundation soil as
a single-phase medium [8–13].

It is worth noting that saturated soil is very common in
engineering practice. Since Biot [14, 15] established the
theory of wave propagation in fluid-saturated porous me-
dium, this theory has been widely used in engineering. Li
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et al. [16] studied the torsional vibration of an elastic pile
embedded in an inhomogeneous saturated soil, but the
solution is actually semianalytical due to the fact that the
surrounding soil is subdivided into many sublayers to
simulate the continuous change of soil properties. Con-
sidering the deficiencies of previous research, the objective
of the present study is to propose an exact solution to study
the time-harmonic torsional vibration of an elastic pile
embedded in a radially inhomogeneous saturated soil with
soil modulus changing in an exponential form along the
radial direction. Based on the derived solution, the influence
of the characteristic parameters of the radially inhomoge-
neous soil on the torsional impedance of the soil and the
torsional complex stiffness at the pile top is analyzed in
detail. +e exact solution presented in this study can be
served as benchmarks for future numerical simulations.

2. Statement of the Boundary-Value Problem

2.1. Geometric Model and Assumptions. +e problem to be
solved is illustrated in Figure 1, where an elastic circular pile
of radius r0 and length H is embedded in a radially inho-
mogeneous saturated soil. +e elastic pile is subjected to a
time-harmonic torsional load T0e

iωt, in whichω and t are the
circular frequency of excitation and time variable, respec-
tively. In view of the symmetry of the problem, the cylin-
drical coordinate system (r, θ, z) is attached to the saturated
soil layer with its origin at the center of the pile top and on
the surface of soil layer. Considering the influence of con-
struction disturbance in pile driving process, the sur-
rounding saturated soil can be modeled as two concentric
annular regions: one is a disturbed soil region with a radial
thickness tm, and the other is a radially semi-infinite, un-
disturbed uniform soil region. +e distance from the in-
terface of the two regions to the center of the pile is R0. In
order to establish a mathematical model for this problem, it
is assumed that the pile is well bonded with the surrounding
soil, and the interface between two regions is also in perfect
contact. Based on the study by Dotsos and Veletsos [10], the
shear modulus of the soil in the inner disturbed region is
assumed to change in an exponential form along the radial
direction.

In order to simulate the exponential change of the shear
modulus of the soil in the inner region along the radial

direction (see Figure 2), the complex shear modulus of the
soil in the inner and outer regions can be expressed as

G
∗
s (r) �

Gsm 1 + iDsm(  r/r0( 
m

, r0 ≤ r≤R0( ,

Gs0 1 + iDs0( , r≥R0( ,

⎧⎨

⎩ (1)

where Gs0 and Gsm are, respectively, the shear moduli of the
soil in the outer undisturbed region and at the pile-soil
interface; Ds0 and Dsm are the corresponding soil damping
coefficients, respectively; i � (− 1)0.5;m is a real number with
m≠1 representing the continuous change of shear modulus
in an exponential form and m� 1 representing the con-
tinuous change of shear modulus in a reduced linear form.

Considering the continuous change of the soil shear
modulus and according to equation (1), the following re-
lationship exists at the interface between the inner and outer
soil regions:

Gsm

R0

r0
 

m

� Gs0. (2)

2.2. Governing Equation. According to the dynamic con-
solidation theory proposed by Biot [14, 15], the equation of
motion of the soil under dynamic torsional load can be
written as

zσrθ
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zσθz

zz
+ 2

σrθ
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� ρ
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2
uθ(r, z, t)

zt
2 + ρf

z
2
wθ(r, z, t)

zt
2 , (3)

where uθ (r, t) and wθ (r, t) are, respectively, the circum-
ferential displacement of the solid phase and that of the fluid
phase relative to the solid phase; σij (i, j� r, θ, z) represents
the total stress components; ρs and ρf are the densities of soil
phase and pore fluid, respectively; ρ � (1 − n)ρs + nρf is the
density of the soil, with n being the porosity of the soil.

Militano and Rajapakse [17] pointed out that neglecting
the gradient of the soil stress component along z direction
has negligible influence on the dynamic response of the pile.
+erefore, under the same assumptions and considering the
continuous change of the shear modulus of the soil, the
equation of motion of the soil can be further expressed as

G
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(4)
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Substituting equation (1) into equation (4), we have
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(5)

Gs0 1 + iDs0( 
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uθ(r, t)
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2  � ρ0
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2
wθ(r, t)
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2 , r≥R0( , (6)

where ρm � (1 − nm)ρsm + nmρfm and
ρ0 � (1 − n0)ρs0 + n0ρf0 are the densities of soil in disturbed
and undisturbed regions, respectively; ρsm (ρs0), ρfm (ρf0), and
nm (n0) are the densities of solid phase and fluid phase and

porosities in disturbed (and undisturbed) regions,
respectively.

+e fluid motion equation of the saturated soil medium
can be expressed in the following simplified form [18, 19]:

0
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Figure 1: Dynamic torsional interaction between an elastic pile and a radially inhomogeneous saturated soil.
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Figure 2: Diagrammatic sketch of the radially inhomogeneous soil.
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where kdm and kd0 are the horizontal dynamic permeability
coefficients of saturated soil in disturbed and undisturbed
regions, respectively, and g is the acceleration of gravity.

Due to the time-harmonic vibration of the pile-soil
system, uθ (r, t) and wθ (r, t) can be further expressed as

uθ(r, t) � uθ(r)e
iωt

� uθe
iωt

,

wθ(r, t) � wθ(r)e
iωt

� wθe
iωt

,

⎧⎨

⎩ (8)

where uθ � uθ (r) and wθ � wθ (r) are, respectively, the
amplitude of circumferential displacement of the solid phase
and that of the relative circumferential displacement of the
fluid phase to the solid phase.

Combining equations (5)–(8) and introducing ξ � r/r0,
the governing equation for the radially inhomogeneous
saturated soil can be expressed as

ξ2
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where
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Given that the elastic pile is forced to vibrate under the
action of the time-harmonic torsional load at the pile top, the
equation of motion of pile can be expressed as

Gp
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2 ϕ(z)e

iωt
  +

4f(z)e
iωt
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2
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z
2
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where ρp, Gp, and r0 are the density, shear modulus, and
radius of the pile, respectively, and f (z) is the amplitude of
the circumferential shear stress at the pile-soil interface.

2.3. Boundary and Continuity Conditions of Pile-Soil System.
Given that the displacement of the soil at infinity tends to
zero, the following relationship holds:

uθ(r⟶∞) � 0. (12)

It is assumed that the soil at the interface between inner
and outer soil regions (i.e., r�R0) is well bonded. +en,
continuity conditions at r�R0 can be written as

uθ r � R0−(  � uθ r � R0+( ,

τrθ r � R0−(  � τrθ r � R0+( .
(13)

+e boundary conditions of the pile can be expressed as

dϕ(z)

dz
|z�0 � −

T0

GpIp

,

dϕ(z)

dz
+
ϕ(z)kpb

GpIp

 |z�H � 0,

(14)

where Ip � (πr40/2) is the polar moment of inertia of the pile.
It is noted that it is reasonable to use the static stiffness of the
disc with the same radius on the surface of the elastic half-
space to simulate the stiffness of the pile bottom [17]. +at is
to say, the supporting stiffness coefficient kpb of the pile
bottom is taken as (16Gsbr30/3) with Gsb being the shear
modulus of the soil at the bottom of the pile.

+e continuity conditions between pile and soil interface
can be expressed as

uθ|r�r0
� ϕ(z)r0,

τrθ|r�r0
� Gsm 1 + iDsm( 

duθ

dr
−

uθ

r
 |r�r0

� f(z).

(15)

3. Solution of the Pile-Soil System

Whenm≠2, the solutions of equation (9) can be expressed as

uθ � ξ(− m/2)
A1K2κ− 1 κλmξ

(1/κ)
  + B1I2κ− 1 κλmξ

(1/κ)
  , 1≤ ξ ≤ ξ0( ,

uθ � C1K1 λ0ξ(  + D1I1 λ0ξ( , ξ ≥ ξ0( ,
(16)
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where

κ �
2

2 − m
 . (17)

Substituting the boundary condition given in equation
(12) into equation (16) and making use of the behavior of the
modified Bessel function, we have

D1 � 0. (18)

Substituting the continuity condition given in equation
(13) into equation (16) yields

A1K2κ− 1 κλmξ
(1/κ)
0  + B1I2κ− 1 κλmξ

(1/κ)
0  � C1ξ

(m/2)
0 K1 λ0ξ0( , (19)

− A1K2κ κλmξ
(1/κ)
0  + B1I2κ κλmξ

(1/κ)
0  � − C1

������������
1 + iDs0

GR 1 + iDsm( 



K2 λ0ξ0( , (20)

where A1, B1, and C1 are undetermined constants;
GR �Gsm/Gs0 reflects the softening or hardening degree of
the soil. GR � 1 denotes the homogeneous soil, GR > 1
denotes the strengthened soil, and GR < 1 denotes the
weakened soil. It is noted that, for the weakened soil,

smaller GR is associated with the larger softening degree,
while for the strengthened soil, greater GR is corre-
sponding to the larger hardening degree.

Combining equations (19) and (20), the following re-
lationship between A1 and B1 can be determined:
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�

������������������������
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0 

. (21)

+e circumferential shear stress at the pile-soil interface
(i.e., at r� r0) can be further expressed as

τrθ r � r0(  �
Gsm 1 + iDsm( 

r0

duθ

dξ
−

uθ

ξ
 |ξ�1

�
1
r0

Gsm 1 + iDsm( λmξ
− (m/2)+(1/κ)− 1

B1 − Q1K2κ κλmξ
(1/κ)

  + I2κ κλmξ
(1/κ)

  .

(22)

+e torsional impedance of the soil can be defined as

Kθ � −
2πr

3
0τrθ r � r0( 

uθ r � r0( 
� 2πGsm 1 + iDsm( λmr

2
0

Q1K2κ κλm(  − I2κ κλm( 

Q1K2κ− 1 κλm(  + I2κ− 1 κλm( 
, (23)

where Kθ is the torsional impedance of the soil.
For the convenience of subsequent analysis, Kθ can be

further expressed as follows:

Kθ � Gs0r
2
0 Sw1 + iSw2( , (24)

where Sw1 and Sw2 are the stiffness and damping parts of the
torsional impedance of the radially inhomogeneous soil,
respectively.

Based on equations (16) and (21), the circumferential
displacement of the solid phase at the pile-soil interface can
be expressed as

uθ r � r0(  � B1 Q1K2κ− 1 κλm(  + I2κ− 1 κλm(  . (25)

Substituting the continuity condition given in equation
(15) into equation (25) results in
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B1 �
ϕ(z)r0

Q1K2κ− 1 κλm(  + I2κ− 1 κλm( 
. (26)

+en, the shear stress at the pile-soil interface can be
further expressed as

τrθ r � r0(  � Gsm 1 + iDsm( λm

− Q1K2κ κλm(  + I2κ κλm( 

Q1K2κ− 1 κλm(  + I2κ− 1 κλm( 
ϕ(z).

(27)

Substituting equation (27) into equation (11), the gov-
erning equation of the pile under time-harmonic torsional
load can be rewritten as

d
2ϕ(z)

dz
2 +

4Gsm 1 + iDsm( λm

Gpr
2
0

− Q1K2κ κλm(  + I2κ κλm( 

Q1K2κ− 1 κλm(  + I2κ− 1 κλm( 
+
ρpω

2

Gp

⎡⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎦ϕ(z) � 0. (28)

+e general solution of ordinary differential equation
(28) can be expressed as

ϕ(z) � α1 cos c1z(  + α2 sin c1z( , (29)

in which

c1 �
4Gsm 1 + iDsm( λm

Gpr20

− Q1K2κ κλm(  + I2κ κλm( 

Q1K2κ− 1 κλm(  + I2κ− 1 κλm( 
+
ρpω2

Gp

 

(1/2)

,

(30)

where α1 and α2 are constants to be determined by the
boundary conditions.

Substituting the boundary conditions of the pile given in
equation (14) into equation (29), we have

α1 � −
T0

GpIpc1 tan c1H − φ1( 
,

α2 � −
T0

GpIpc1
,

(31)

where φ1 � arc tan[kpb/c1H] is the phase angle and kpb �

(kpbH/GpIp) is the dimensionless pile bottom supporting
coefficient.

According to the definition of the torsional complex
stiffness at the pile top proposed by Militano and Rajapakse
[17], the dimensionless torsional complex stiffness kT at the
pile top can be expressed as

kT �
3T0

16Gs0r
3
0ϕ(z � 0)

�
3πr0μc1 tan c1H − φ1( 

32
, (32)

where μ � (Gp/Gs0) is the pile-soil modulus ratio.
For the convenience in the subsequent analysis, the

torsional complex stiffness at the pile top can be expressed in
the following dimensionless form:

kT � kT1 + ikT2, (33)

where kT1 is the real part of the complex stiffness at the pile
top, which represents the real stiffness of the pile, and kT2 is
the imaginary part of the complex stiffness at the pile top,
which reflects the energy dissipation.

It is noted that the above solution is corresponding to the
case where m≠2. When m� 2, the denominator in equation
(17) is equal to zero, and the above solution does hold.
+erefore, the solution corresponding to m� 2 is listed in
Appendix A.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Torsional Impedance of the Soil. +is section will mainly
study the influence of soil radial heterogeneity caused by pile
driving on the torsional impedance of the soil. It is worth
noting that when the value of m is given (see equation (2)),
there is a definite relationship between tm/r0 and GR�Gsm/
Gs0, and these two values cannot be changed arbitrarily. +e
soil parameters used in the following calculation are listed in
Table 1.

We first compare the reduced radially inhomogeneous
single-phase medium solution (i.e., dry soil solution with
setting ρf � n� 0) with the homogeneous single-phase so-
lution of Novak et al. [20] to study the changing trend of soil
torsional impedance corresponding to different softening
and hardening degree of the soil. It can be seen from Figure 3
that, in the whole frequency range, the stiffness and damping
parts of the torsional impedance (e.g., GR� 0.25) corre-
sponding to the weakened soil case are lower than those of
the homogeneous medium solution by Novak et al. [20]. It is
indicated that the torsional impedance of the weakened soil
is remarkably lower than that of the undisturbed soil.
Meanwhile, it can also be observed from Figure 3 that the
stiffness and damping parts (e.g., GR� 2) corresponding to
the strengthened soil case are greater than those of the
homogeneous medium solution by Novak et al. [20]. It
means that the torsional impedance of the strengthened soil
is remarkably greater than that of the undisturbed soil.
Hence, it is important to consider the radial inhomogeneity
of the soil when the surrounding soil is disturbed during the
construction.

Figure 4 depicts the comparison of soil torsional im-
pedance between the radially inhomogeneous saturated soil
and the corresponding dry soil. It can be seen from Figure 4
that, in the entire frequency range, the torsional impedance
of the saturated soil is significantly different from that of the
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dry soil, no matter it is a weakened or strengthened soil. +e
stiffness part of the torsional impedance of the saturated soil
is lower than that of the dry soil, and the damping part of the
saturated soil is greater than that of the dry soil. +is in-
dicates that the pore fluid in the saturated soil can increase
the damping during the vibration process. +erefore, it is
important to consider the dynamic interaction between the

solid phase and the pore fluid when the voids of soil are filled
with water.

4.2. Torsional Complex Stiffness at the Pile Top. +is section
mainly analyzes the influence of the characteristic param-
eters of soil radial heterogeneity on the torsional complex

Table 1: Calculation parameters of the saturated soil.

Gs0 (MPa) ρs (kg/m3) ρf (kg/m3) n kd (m/s)
20 2650 1000 0.4 10–7
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(b)

Figure 3: Comparison of the present reduced single-phase medium solution with the homogeneous medium solution (Dsm �Ds0 � 0,
r0 � 0.3m).
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Figure 4: Comparison of torsional impedance of saturated soil solution with the reduced dry soil solution for a radially inhomogeneous soil
(Dsm �Ds0 � 0, tm/r0 � 0.5, r0 � 0.3m).
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stiffness at the pile top.+e calculation parameters of the pile
and pile bottom soil are taken as ρp � 2500 kg/m3,
Gp � 12.1GPa, H� 10m, r0 � 0.3m, and Gsb � 20MPa. Fig-
ure 5 describes the influence of the ratio of the shear
modulus of the outer soil to that at the pile-soil interface (i.e.,
GR) on the complex stiffness at the pile top when the inner
soil is weakened. It can be seen from Figure 5 that, in the
whole frequency range, the real stiffness and dynamic
damping at the pile top decrease with the increase of
softening degree of the inner soil.

Figure 6 shows the influence of GR on the complex
stiffness at the pile top when the inner soil is strengthened. It
can be seen from Figure 6 that, in the whole frequency range,
the real stiffness and dynamic damping at the pile top in-
crease with increasingGR. Compared with Figure 5, it can be
observed that the real stiffness and dynamic damping cor-
responding to the strengthened soil are greater than those
corresponding to the weakened soil, which indicates that the
weakened soil can reduce the dynamic torsional resistance of
the pile-soil system. +erefore, it is of great importance to

10
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20
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GR = 1/2
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GR = 1/4

0 20 40 60 80 100
f (Hz)
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k T
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Figure 5: Influence of the shear modulus ratio GR�Gsm/Gs0 on the complex stiffness at the pile top when the inner soil is weakened
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consider the softening degree of the inner soil in the dynamic
foundation design.

Figure 7 illustrates the influence of the disturbance range
on the complex stiffness at the pile top when the inner soil is
weakened. It can be seen that, in the low frequency range, the
real stiffness and dynamic damping at the pile top decrease
with the increase of tm/r0. However, as the frequency further
increases, the real stiffness and dynamic damping show
certain fluctuation when tm/r0 is large (e.g., tm/r0 � 2). It can
be concluded from Figure 7 that, in the low frequency range
concerned in the dynamic foundation design (0–50Hz),
greater disturbance range will reduce the resistance of the
pile-soil system to the torsional deformation for the

weakened soil, which should be paid special attention in the
related design.

Figure 8 shows the influence of the disturbance range on
the complex stiffness at the pile top when the inner soil is
strengthened. It can be seen from Figure 8 that, in the low
frequency range, the real stiffness and dynamic damping at
the pile top increase with the increase of tm/r0. However,
when frequency is relatively high, the dynamic damping
shows certain fluctuation with larger tm/r0.

Figures 9 and 10 reflect the influence of the material
damping of the inner soil on the complex stiffness at the pile
top corresponding to the weakened and strengthened soil
cases. It can be seen that, for both weakened and
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strengthened soils, when the excitation frequency is small,
the material damping of the soil in the inner region basically
has negligible effect on the real stiffness. With the increase of
the excitation frequency, the greater the material damping of
the soil in the inner region is, the smaller the real stiffness is.
Meanwhile, it can be also observed that, in the entire fre-
quency range, the dynamic damping increases with the
increase of the material damping of the inner soil. +erefore,
in general, for dynamic foundation design, the damping of
the soil has limited influence on the torsional complex
stiffness at the pile top.

5. Conclusions

Based on the dynamic consolidation theory proposed by
Biot, the exact solution for the torsional vibration of an
elastic pile embedded in a radially inhomogeneous saturated
soil with shear modulus changing in an exponential form
along the radial direction is developed. +is exact solution
can be further served as benchmarks for future numerical
methods. +rough detailed calculation and analysis, it is
found that when considering the dynamic interaction be-
tween the solid phase and pore fluid, the torsional
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impedance of the saturated soil is different from that of the
dry soil. In addition, the softening/hardening degree and the
disturbance range of the saturated soil have marked influ-
ence on the torsional complex stiffness at the pile top.
However, for dynamic foundation design (i.e., the low
frequency range is concerned), the damping of the soil has
limited influence on the torsional complex stiffness at the
pile top.

Appendix

A. The Solution for the Pile-Soil System
When m= 2

+e solution of equation (9) can be expressed as

uθ � A2ξ
δ1 + B2ξ

δ2 , 1≤ ξ ≤ ξ0( ,

uθ � C2K1 λ0ξ(  + D2I1 λ0ξ( , ξ ≥ ξ0( ,
(A.1)

where

δ1 � − 1 +

������

4 + λ2m


; δ2 � − 1 −

������

4 + λ2m


. (A.2)

Substituting the boundary condition given in equation
(12) into equation (A.1) and using the properties of the
modified Bessel function, we have D2 � 0. Substituting the
continuity condition in equation (13) into equation (A.1), we
have

Q2 �
A2

B2
�

− ξδ20 δ2 − 1( K1 λ0ξ0(  − λ0ξ
δ2+1
0 K2 λ0ξ0( 

ξδ10 δ1 − 1( K1 λ0ξ0(  + λ0ξ
δ1+1
0 K2 λ0ξ0( 

.

(A.3)

+e circumferential shear stress amplitude at the pile-
soil interface can then be derived, and the torsional im-
pedance of the soil can be written as

Kθ � −
2πr30τrθ

uθ
|ξ�1 � − 2πGsm 1 + iDsm( r

2
0
Q2 δ1 − 1(  + δ2 − 1( 

Q2 + 1
.

(A.4)

According to the continuity conditions at the pile-soil
interface, the governing equation for an elastic pile under
time-harmonic torsional load can be further expressed as

d2ϕ(z)

dz
2 +

Gsm 1 + iDsm( 

Q2ξ
δ1 + ξδ2

Q2 δ1 − 1(  + δ2 − 1(   +
ρpω

2

Gp

⎧⎨

⎩

⎫⎬

⎭ϕ(z) � 0.

(A.5)

+e solution of ordinary differential equation (A.5) can
be expressed as

ϕ(z) � α3 cos c2z(  + α4 sin c2z( , (A.6)

in which

c2 �
Gsm 1 + iDsm( 

Q2ξ
δ1 + ξδ2

Q2 δ1 − 1(  + δ2 − 1(   +
ρpω2

Gp

 

(1/2)

,

(A.7)

where α3 and α4 are the constants to be determined by the
boundary conditions.

Substituting the boundary conditions of the pile into
equation (A.6), we have

α1 � −
T0

GpIpc2 tan c2H − φ2( 
,

α2 � −
T0

GpIpc2
,

(A.8)

where

φ � arctan
kpb

c2H( 
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦,

kpb �
kpbH

GpIp

.

(A.9)

+e dimensionless torsional complex stiffness kT at the
pile top can be finally expressed as

kT �
3T0

16Gs0r
3
0ϕ(z � 0)

�
3πr0μc2 tan c2H − φ( 

32
. (A.10)
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